PEEL PLY – PRIMERS – PAINTS – TOOLS

PEEL PLY
A layer of 2.7 oz. Dacron fabric strips or tape laminated into a layup as it were an extra ply of glass. The peel coat wets out with epoxy like glass cloth and cures along with the rest of the layup. However, the Dacron does not adhere structurally to the glass and when peeled away it leaves a surface ready for glass-to-glass bonding without sanding.

Requirements for Small Aircraft:
• 3 Rolls of 1” x 50 Yds. Tape • 2 Rolls of 2” x 50 Yds. Tape • 1 Roll of 3” x 50 Yds. Tape • 1 Roll of 4” x 50 Yds. Tape

Discount Schedule for Dacron Tapes:
Less 10% for 12 Rolls
3” x 50 Yds. Tape ̶ 1 Roll of 4” x 50 Yds. Tape ̶ 3 Rolls of 1” x 50 Yds. Tape ̶ 2 Rolls of 2” x 50 Yds. Tape ̶ 1 Roll of 3” x 50 Yds. Tape

PVA RELEASE FILM
PVA (Polyvinyl Alcohol) should be used with #1016 Wax to aid in the release of parts form a mold. It should be applied in 3 thin coats over nonporous, waxed mold surfaces. After the final wax has dried, begin by spraying a light tack coat of PVA. Typically, within 5 mins. the final heavier coats can be added. The PVA dries to form a smooth, glassy film. After part release, the residual film can be removed with water. We recommend using an inexpensive automotive siphon spray gun and 70-90 psi for application, although airbrushes will work on hobby size projects. PVA can also be sprayed on an epoxy-resin repair to provide an airless tack-free cure. For use with epoxies.

P/N 01-14813A ............................................. $22.85/qt

ZOLATONE COCKPIT PAINT
Used to paint cockpit interiors, excellent on fiberglass. Gives a coarse, durable, professional finish. 1 gallon required for Long-EZ cockpit. See instructions for proper primer use on all surfaces in question. Color chart available on request. Order Color Chart P/N 01-15815.

HI GLOSS CLEAR POLYESTER TOP COAT
Features:
* Super Clear – Glass like appearance
* Scratch Resistant – Buffs to a Super Hi-Gloss Finish
* Renforces to Original Hi-Gloss Practically a Walk-A-Way Gloss Finish

Product Applications:
* Exotic wood coating
* Gel coat additive for air cure application
* Musical instrument wood coating
* Top coat over poly laminates
* Top coat over pigmented colors for deep gloss
* Automotive interior composite parts clear coating
* Architectural wood crafts

Quart……………………..P/N 09-02168 ……. $36.50
Gallon……………………..P/N 09-02169 ……. $104.50
Requires Catalyst P/N 01-01119.

DISPOSABLE RESPIRATOR REPLACEMENT PARTS
GROOVED LAMINATING ROLLERS
These are the standard laminated rollers for wetting out woven roving and mat with polyester resin. Use with epoxy resin for applying tape into comers and for spreading thickened epoxy over large areas for gluing and fairing.

1”x 3”………………………..P/N 01-01054 …. $5.50
1”x 6”………………………..P/N 01-00396 …. $12.50
1”x 9”………………………..P/N 01-00393 …. $16.85
2”x 3”………………………..P/N 01-00394 …. $14.50
2”x 6”………………………..P/N 01-00395 …. $16.65
2”x 9”………………………..P/N 01-00396 …. $23.70
1/4” Corner Roller………….P/N 01-00387 …. $10.95
1/2” Corner Roller………….P/N 01-00388 …. $10.95
1/2”x 3” Detail Roller………..P/N 01-00389 …. $8.65
3/4”x 3” Detail Roller………..P/N 01-00390 …. $7.95

EPOXY LAYUP ROLLERS
3” wide roller with stipple adhesive cover. Has excellent stippling action for working out air bubbles in layups and has no tendency to lift the cloth. Use on all major layups. Order frame and cover separately.

Roller Frame Only…………..P/N 01-24902 …. $6.75
Cover Only…………………..P/N 01-24903 …. $4.35
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